Calsoft to Attend 4 Large Technology Conferences in a Span of 17 Days in the US
Calsoft Inc., is attending 4 large technological conferences in a span of 17 days on the Western seaboard of
the United States.
Online PR News â€“ 13-April-2018 â€“ Calsoft Inc., a global leader in delivering product engineering services
across the datacenter technologies domain is attending 4 large technological conferences in a span of 17
days on the Western seaboard of the United States. This sojourn is kicking off with the NFV World Congress
from 24-26 April 2018 at the DoubleTree Hilton, San Jose; Dell Technologies World from April 30 - May 3,
2018 at The Venetian, Las Vegas and Interop from April 30 - May 4, 2018 at The Mirage, Las Vegas ending
with Knowledge18 from May 7-10 in Las Vegas.
Â
NFV World is a principal conference for network innovation in USA. The conference will throw up different
avenues towards being cloud native. The focus for the 3 days will be on new network and services
automation with SDN + NFV. Nitin Singhvi, Director Network Technology Group who will be at the event
opined, The NFV technology stack is vast but Calsoft has a deep expertise in all technologies and we are
strategically placed to help with an enterprise level adoption of NFV whilst tying that into SDN and other
networking technologies both proprietary and open source hardware and software. With organizations
increasingly moving to a cloud native state, this conference will be a great place to network and discuss how
to mitigate NFV pain points.
Â
On the other hand, both, Dell EMC World and the Interop ITX focus on discovering technologies that are
bringing innovation to organizations. Both conferences with a collection of over 400+ sessions in the forms of
keynotes, hands-on panel, startup incubation center, seminars, networking events, lab sessions and partner
programs will focus on the tracks of IoT, DevOps, security, cloud native, big data, analytics, containerization,
Microservices etc.
Â
As for Knowledge18, with a little under 20,000 attendees is one or the largest events globally for ITSM and
ServiceNow with a common theme to redefine service delivery on an enterprise level. The conference is split
into a mix of breakout sessions, hands-on-labs, how-to workshops and a parallel native event titled
CreatorCon that focuses on the developer hub and cool new IoT devices. The major tracks at this event are
ITSM, IT services, security, customer service and intelligent applications.
Â
Parag Kulkarni, COO and Engineering head at Calsoft opines, We at Calsoft are always on the lookout for
technologically rich conferences and in the shape of Dell Technologies World, Interop Summit and
Knowledge18, we get exactly that. Our focus is to build on our traditional business lines for the data center
technologies as well as accentuate it with new age technologies like IoT, machine learning, big data,
analytics, microservices, containerization, cloud native enterprises, security etc. and these conferences
provide us the perfect platform to speak with industry leaders and bring our learnings in front of relevant
stakeholders.
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Â
We look forward to discussing a few of our recent interesting projects around the cloud native ecosystem
adoption and the role of solutions emerging around DevOps, containers, microservices, serverless, security,
orchestration & workloads, ITSM, transformed service delivery, persistent storage and more. We also look
forward to discussing our recent work in the NFV, SDN and NFV space and how we are using off the shelf
hardware and software to help ISP's provide superior level services.
Â
About Calsoft
Â
Calsoft is ISV preferred product engineering services partner in Storage, Networking, Virtualization, Cloud,
IoT and analytics domains. Our solution accelerators and frameworks augment go-to-market plans and
expedite product launches to meet customer business goals. With the US headquarters in San Jose and
India headquarters in Pune, Calsoft also has presence in Bangalore.
Â
www.calsoftinc.com
Â
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